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1. Introduction

Machining can produce a smooth surface finish wherein a man-
ual finishing process is no longer necessary, thereby saving time
and improving the quality production of machining products in
the mold and die, automotive, and aerospace industries. Compared
with casting and forming, machining processes are widely used in
metal manufacturing operations to produce metal products.
Milling is more popular than turning and grinding in machining
processes, such as in die cavities, slots, contours, and profiles. Both
macro and micro machining processes must improve machinabil-
ity to reduce forces, increase machining rate, and extend tool life
[1,2]. During machining process, cutting tool and workpiece
response should be monitored in term of cutting force, tempera-
ture behavior and vibration level to avoid tool wear and low qual-
ity of finish product for productivity enhancement [2].

However, the onset of regenerative chatter limits machining
productivity when machining products with a high material
removal rate. This unstable self-excited vibration or chatter should

be avoided because it can accelerate tool wear, caus
machined surfaces, and reduce spindle lifetime. Thus, chatt
tributes to the decrease in quality, productivity, and profits o
panies. Passive and active methods, including vibration abs
damping, and varying spindle speed have been applied to su
chatter. Turkes et al. [3,4] utilized process damping as
method in machining process to suppress chatter. Howeve
sive methods are frequently suitable for a wide range of fr
cies and machines compared with active methods. To
high accuracy measurement in chatter conditions, various s
of accelerometer [2], displacement sensor [6], microphon
and laser [1] were used to measure vibration.

Uniform tools with a uniform helix and pitch are the mo
ular and widely used tools in many industries. The introduc
the modified milling tool geometry, particularly the helix o
angles as a passive approach, can disrupt chatter vibration
approach was first proposed by Stone in 1970 [7]. Turne
[8] modeled variable helix milling tools in stability diagram
the average-time approach. The geometry effect of variabl
can interrupt chatter growth, thereby creating non-chatter
in the middle of unstable or chatter conditions [9,10]. In add
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processes cause tool and material defects and even damages in machine
ited vibration, known as chatter, limits this high material removal rate.
machining instability during cutting processes, which results in bifurca-

ect wherein the tool and the workpiece are not engaged with each other.
w-radial immersion conditions can be easily promoted and identified. In
an irregular milling tool as a variable helix and variable pitch geometry
e workpiece condition. The bifurcation behavior from regenerative chatter
from displacement sensor and inductive sensor measurements. A series of
asure the vibration signals, which were then analyzed based on the fre-
r-revolution effect, and the Poincaré section. According to results, Hopf
urcation instabilities apparently occurred to validate chatter stability pre-
tization method. However, period-doubling bifurcation was only deter-
tting of a uniform tool that was not in variable helix/pitch or an irregular
geometry caused the modulation of the regenerative effect to suppress

nstability could not be exhibited during cutting as a regular tool behavior.
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